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Abstract

We formulate the problem of computing the widest empty corridor with at most �
links and right�angle turns for a set of n points� It is a generalization of the widest
empty corridor problem studied in ��� �� and it relates to the problem of computing
corridors of other shapes posed in ��� ��� We propose two alternative de�nitions of a
corridor with at most � links and right	angle turns and one is more restrictive than
the other� When � 
 �� it becomes the widest empty L	shaped corridor problem posed
in ���� for which we develop an O�n��	time algorithm� For general �� we present a
dynamic programming algorithm and prove a bound of O��n�� on its running time for
the more restrictive de�nition� The running time increases by a factor of n for the other
one� We also develop a faster approximation algorithm that computes a solution with
width at least �� � �� times the optimal for any � � � The approximation algorithm
runs in O�������n� log� n� time for the more restrictive de�nition and the running time
increases by a factor of n for the other one�



� Introduction

A corridor through a point set S is the open region of the plane that is bounded by two parallel

straight lines intersecting the convex hull of S� See Figure �� A corridor is empty if and only if

it does not contain any point of S� The width of a corridor is de�ned to be the perpendicular

distance between its two parallel bounding lines� The problem of computing the widest empty

corridor through a set of n points has been studied before and it can be done in O�n�� time ���

��� The motivation is to �nd a collision	free straight route to transport objects through a set of

point obstacles� However� even the widest empty corridor may not be wide enough sometimes�

This motivates us to consider allowing turns �restricted to right	angle turns in this paper� and

generalizing to corridors with multiple links� This relates to the problem of computing corridors of

other shapes �e�g�� L	shaped corridor� posed in ��� ��� We provide the de�nitions in the following�

Figure ��

We de�ne a link to be an open polygonal region which is bounded by � ��� two parallel lines

�type � link�� or ��� two parallel line segments and two other line segments forming a trapezoid

�type � link�� or ��� two parallel rays and one line segment forming an unbounded trapezoid �type

� link�� See Figure � for examples� The width of a link is the perpendicular distance between its

bounding parallel lines or line segments or rays�

We call an open polygonal region a regular corridor with � links if it is the concatenation of �

links such that neighbouring links are perpendicular to each other� Note that although we require

neighbouring links to be perpendicular to each other� a link need not be parallel to either of the

One type�� link Two type�� links Two type�� links and three type�� links

Figure �� Corridors with di�erent types and number of links�
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Figure ��

two axes �i�e�� the corridor may not be an orthogonal object�� The links of a regular corridor may

have di�erent widths and the minimum is taken as the width of the corridor� To make sure that

the concatenation of links is well de�ned� we require that if we traverse the two bounding polygonal

lines of the corridor simultaneously� then the bounding parallel line segments�rays of each link must

be traversed in the same direction� Unlike the empty �	link corridor� we cannot simply require the

corridor to intersect the convex hull of S because this will allow it to �scratch the exterior� of S

without actually passing through S� See Figure ��a�� In this case� the corridor can be arbitrarily

wide� Thus� we require the corridor to satisfy the following condition which prevents the �scratching

of the exterior� of S�

Condition C�� Each unbounded exterior region induced must contain some point of S�

We should allow a regular corridor to be self	intersecting because there are circumstances in

which the widest empty regular corridor will have to be non	simple� See Figure ��b�� The shaded

regions are dense with points and the empty corridor on the right is the widest possible� For a

technical reason� we also require the corridor to satisfy condition C��a� or condition C��b��

Condition C��a�� The �rst and last links of the corridor do not have opposite directions�

Condition C��b�� The union of the links induces two unbounded exterior regions�

Condition C��a� implies condition C��b� and is therefore a stronger requirement� Thus� con	

dition C� and condition C��a� form a more restrictive de�nition than condition C� and condi	

tion C��b�� Condition C��b� disallows the �rst and last links �the two extreme type	� links� of

the corridor to overlap each other when they have opposite directions� That is� the corridor can	

not go around a �loop�� This enables us to prove Lemma � in Section � which in turns shows

the correctness of our algorithm in Section �� It seems to be reasonable to require the corridor

not to go around a �loop� since a corridor intuitively means a passage through a region� At this

point� we do not know whether Lemma � will hold if the union of the links may induce only one
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unbounded exterior region� Condition C��a� is applicable when one does not want to return to the

same side of the point set after going through the corridor� Our algorithms are basically the same

for conditions C��a� and C��b� with a small twist for corridors satisfying condition C��b��

Given a point set S� the width of a widest empty corridor through S is a monotonic function

in the maximum number of turns allowed� Thus� we are interested in computing the widest empty

regular corridor when an upper bound on the number of links is speci�ed� This problem may

�nd application in transporting objects under the circumstance that straight	line movement is fast

whereas it is relatively slow to change direction� It is then desirable to select the empty regular

corridor with the fewest number of links among the wide enough ones�

In Section �� we present an O�n��	time algorithm to compute the widest empty L	shaped cor	

ridor� In Section ���� we present an O��n��	time algorithm to compute the widest empty regular

corridor with at most � links for the more restrictive de�nition� The algorithm can be extended

to handle the other de�nition but the running time increases by a factor of n� In Section ���� we

present an approximation algorithm to compute an empty regular corridor with at most � links

and width at least �� � �� times the optimal for any � � � For the more restrictive de�nition�

the approximation algorithm runs in O�������n� log� n� time and the running time increases by a

factor of n for the other de�nition�

Our result on L	shaped corridor is based on the observation that it su�ces to consider empty

L	shaped corridor that can be completely speci�ed by three points and a rotational deformation

that can be computed in O��� amortized time� To obtain a polynomial time algorithm for a general

bound � on the number of links� we �rst prove a theorem that it su�ces to consider regular corridors

of which the bounding line segments�rays of every link contain some point of S� The proof turns

out to be nontrivial and it is included in the appendix� This is an important �rst step because it

reduces the search space signi�cantly and allows us to consider only those corridors that can be

described easily� Dynamic programming is then used to compute the exact solution� We show that

the combinatorial complexity of each partial solution is bounded by O�n�� which leads to the stated

time bounds on the running time� The running time can be reduced signi�cantly if the corridor

is restricted to be orthogonal� We then show that if this special	case algorithm is invoked for a

suitable number of orientations� then we can approximate the optimal solution e�ciently to any

degree of accuracy�
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Figure ��

� Widest empty L�shaped corridor

If either of the links of the widest empty L	shaped corridor can be extended to become an empty

�	link corridor� then the width of the widest empty L	shaped corridor is not greater than that of

the widest empty �	link corridor� Hence� we can �rst compute in O�n�� time a widest empty �	link

corridor ��� �� and then add a wider link outside the convex hull of S� The resulting L	shaped

corridor will be the widest� See Figure ��

In the rest of this section� we assume that neither of the links of the widest empty L	shaped

corridor can be extended to become an empty �	link corridor� We call the corridor boundary that

contains a convex �resp� concave� corner with respect to the interior of the corridor an outer �resp�

inner� boundary� Each boundary consists of two rays which we call boundary legs� We call an

empty L	shaped corridor non�expansive if each boundary leg contains a point of S and each outer

boundary leg contains a point of S in its relative interior�

Lemma � For any empty L�shaped corridor C� there exists a non�expansive empty L�shaped cor�

ridor no narrower than C�

Proof Suppose that C is not non	expansive� Case ���� r is an outer boundary leg and there is

no point of S in its relative interior� Slide r to widen the link it bounds� During the sliding� r will

encounter a point of S in its relative interior� otherwise� the link not bounded by r can be extended

to become an empty corridor which contradicts our assumption� Case ���� r is an inner boundary

leg and there is no point of S lying on it� Slide r to widen the it bounds� r will hit some point of

S� otherwise� there is no point of S lying on one side of C which contradicts condition C�� Hence�

one can repeat the above until C becomes non	expansive� �

We exploit the non	expansive property to design an O�n��	time algorithm�
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��� Computing the solution

We �rst present an algorithm to construct certain empty L	shaped corridors and then show how

to use the algorithm to �nd the widest empty L	shaped corridor in Theorem �� For simplicity� we

assume that no three points of S are collinear�

Let S be fpi � � � i � ng� S induces n�n � �� vectors from one point to another� Imagine

that we sweep the positive y	axis for a full circle in the clockwise direction� The direction of each

vector will become consistent with the rotating positive y	axis at some time and we sort the vectors

in O�n� logn� time according to this ordering� We examine these vectors in this order� For each

vector
��
p�p�

�� we describe below how to compute some candidate empty L	shaped corridors� For

ease of discussion� imagine that the plane is rotated in the counter	clockwise direction until
��
p�p�

points vertically upward� Let the x	coordinate of
��
p�p� be x�� We assume for the time being that

the following queries can be answered in O��� time each �O��� amortized time for queries �� �� �

and ��� We shall present in Section ��� the preprocessing needed to support these queries�

�� For any pi� report the two points that will be hit �rst if a horizontal ray shooting rightward

from pi is rotated clockwisely and counter	clockwisely�

�� For any pi� report the two points that will be hit �rst if a vertical ray shooting upward from

pi is rotated clockwisely and counter	clockwisely�

�� For any pi� report pj such that x�pj� � x�� y�pj� � y�pi�� and x�pj� is minimized� Similarly�

also report the point pj such that x�pj� � x�� y�pj� � y�pi�� and y�pj� is minimized�

�� For any pi� report pj such that x�pj� � x�� y�pj� � y�pi�� and x�pj� is maximized�

�� De�ne circle�pi� pj� to be the circle with pipj
� as diameter� Given pi and pj such that x�pi� �

x�pj� and y�pi� � y�pj�� report the two points inside or on circle�pi� pj� that will be hit �rst

if a horizontal ray shooting leftward from pi is rotated clockwisely and counter	clockwisely�

�� Given pi and pj such that x�pi� � x�pj� and y�pi� � y�pj�� report the two points inside or

on circle�pi� pj� that will be hit �rst if a vertical ray shooting downward from pj is rotated

clockwisely and counter	clockwisely�

We construct four types of candidates as follows�

���xy denotes the vector directed from x to y�
�xy denotes the line segment joining x and y�
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Figure ��

Candidate �� This candidate handles the case when p� and p� lie on the outer boundary� See

Figure ��a�� For each pk such that y�pk� � y�p�� and x�pk� � x�� set the outer boundary to

be the L passing through p�� p�� and pk� Use query � to �nd the two points with the minimum

x	coordinate and minimum y	coordinate� respectively� in the open convex region enclosed by the

outer boundary� Set the inner boundary to be the L passing through the two points found� This

produces candidate � in O��� time per pk�

Candidate �� From each candidate �� we construct a candidate � by applying a rotational

deformation� Let pk be the point lying on the horizontal outer boundary leg� Let pi and pj be the

two points lying on the vertical and horizontal inner boundary legs� respectively� See Figure ��b��

We �rst rotate the corridor in the clockwise direction while requiring its outer boundary to pass

through p� and pk and its inner boundary to pass through pi and pj at all times� The rotation

terminates as soon as a boundary leg hits one more point of S� The amount of rotation allowed

can be determined as follows� Use query � �resp� query �� to �nd the minimum degree �� �resp�

��� that the parts of the horizontal �resp� vertical� boundary legs from pk and pj to x 
 �� �resp�

from p� and pi to y 
 ��� can rotate before hitting a point of S� The degree �� �resp� ��� that the

corner of the outer boundary between p� and pk �resp� the corner of the inner boundary between pi

and pj� can rotate before hitting a point of S can be computed using queries � and �� The amount

of rotation allowed is thus minf��� ��� ��� ��g� Since the width of each link of candidate � changes

sinusoidally with the degree of rotation� we can determine in O��� time the widest empty L	shaped

corridor C� that can be obtained during the clockwise rotation� Similarly� we rotate candidate � in

the counter	clockwise direction �while requiring its outer boundary to pass through p� and pk and

its inner boundary to pass through pi and pj at all times� and determine the widest empty L	shaped

corridor C� that can be obtained� We pick the wider one between C� and C� as candidate ��

Candidate �� This candidate deals with a rotational deformation of a degenerate candidate ��
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Figure ��

Construct a degenerate empty corridor C as follows� Set the outer boundary to be the L passing

through p�� p�� and pk� Use query � to �nd the point with the minimum y	coordinate in the open

convex region enclosed by the outer boundary� Set pj to be either this point or p� depending on

which has a smaller y	coordinate� Set the inner boundary to be the L passing through p� and pj �

Apply a counter	clockwise rotational deformation as described before �see Figure ��a��� Keep p�

and pk �resp� p� and pj� on the outer boundary �resp� inner boundary� at all times and terminate

the rotation as soon as a boundary leg hits one more point of S� Set C� to be the widest empty

corridor that can be obtained during this counter	clockwise rotation� If pj does not have a smaller

y	coordinate than p�� then set Candidate � to be C�� Otherwise� apply a clockwise rotational

deformation to C �see Figure ��b��� Keep p� and pk �resp� p� and pj� on the outer boundary �resp�

inner boundary� at all times and terminate the rotation as soon as a boundary leg hits one more

point of S� Set C� to be the widest empty corridor that can be obtained during this clockwise

rotation� Set Candidate � to be the wider one between C� and C��

Candidate �� This candidate handles the case when p� and p� lie on the inner boundary� For each

pk such that y�pk� � y�p��� use query � to �nd the point pj that has the maximum x	coordinate

while x�pj� � x� and y�pj� � y�pk�� If x�pj� � x�pk�� then set the outer boundary to be the L

passing through pj and pk� See Figure �� Otherwise� we abort �because pk does not lie on the

outer boundary�� If we have not aborted� then use query � to �nd the point pi with the minimum

y	coordinate in the open convex region enclosed by the outer boundary� Set the inner boundary to

be the L passing p�� p�� and pi� This produces candidate � in O��� time per pk�

Candidate �� This candidate is obtained by applying a rotational deformation to candidate ��

It is similar to computing candidate �� The details are not repeated here�

This completes the description of the algorithm� Suppose that we call the above algorithm D�
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We show below that it can be used to compute a widest empty L	shaped corridor in O�n�� time�

Theorem � A widest empty L�shaped corridor for a set of n points can be computed in O�n��

time�

Proof Consider a widest empty L	shaped corridor C� By Lemma �� we can assume that C is

non	expansive� We denote the execution of algorithm D on the point set S by E � We also �ip S

around the y	axis and apply algorithm D on it again� We denote this execution by ER� By the

non	expansive property� the outer boundary of C contains two distinct points� say p� and p�� and

the inner boundary of C contains two points �possibly identical�� say pi and pj �

If an outer �resp� inner� boundary leg actually contains two distinct points of S� then C is a

candidate � �resp� candidate �� computed in E or ER� Otherwise� perform a rotational deformation

to C in the clockwise direction while requiring the boundary of C to pass through p�� p�� pi� and

pj at all times� �If pi and pj are identical� then keep it at the bend of inner boundary during the

rotation�� We stop the rotational deformation when a boundary leg of C hits one more point of S

or the deformed C has zero width� If the width of the deformed C is non	zero� then the deformed

C is either a candidate � or � computed in E or ER� Thus� the original C is no wider than the

corresponding candidate � or � computed in E or ER� If the width of the deformed C is zero�

then we claim that only one of the links has zero width� Otherwise� the relative positions of p��

p�� pi� and pk must look like those shown in Figure �� In Figure �� in order that both links of

the deformed C have zero width� the angle � p�p�c must be greater than ��� and the angle � pjpkc

must be less than ���� Since� by assumption� no boundary leg of C contains two distinct points

of S� we could have rotated the original C in the counter	clockwise direction to increase its width�

a contradiction� Thus� only one leg of the deformed C has zero width� Therefore� the original C

must be a candidate � computed in E or ER� This completes the proof of correctness� The running

time follows from the discussion of algorithm D� �
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Figure 
� The non�bold L�shaped corridor represents the original C� The bold L represents the deformed

C� The dashed lines represent the result of rotating the original C in the counter�clockwise direction� Note

that the dashed corridor is wider than the non�bold solid corridor�

��� Preprocessing

For clarity� we use S ��
p�p�

to denote the set of points after rotating in the counterclockwise direction

to make
��
p�p� pointing upward� S denotes the original set of points�

Queries � and �� For each point pk in S� we store the other points of S in a doubly linked

circular list list�pk�� Points in list�pk� are sorted in angular order around pk� The total time needed

for computing all list����s is O�n� logn�� For the �rst invocation of query � to pk� we just do a linear

scan of list�pk� to �nd the answer� The position where the scan stops is recorded� Since algorithm

D examines the n�n � �� vectors induced by points in S according to their angular ordering� the

answer to the second invocation of query � to pk can be located by traversing list�pk� starting at

the last stop� The other invocations can be handled in the same manner� Though an element of

list�pk� may be reported more than once� the traversal of list�pk� never backtracks� Hence� query �

takes O��� amortized time� Query � can be similarly supported�

Queries � and �� If S ��
p�p�

is already sorted in non	increasing y	coordinates� then we can scan

S ��
p�p�

in this order and for each pk encountered� we can compute and record the answers of applying

queries � and � to pk in O��� time� Thus� the total time needed to perform the above for all vectors

is O�n��� However� we cannot a�ord to run a sorting algorithm on each S ��
p�p�

because the total

running time will then be O�n� logn�� S induces n�n � ���� line segments joining two points

of S� First� we obtain a list� segment�S�� of these line segments sorted by slopes in O�n� logn�

time� Second� we sort S in non	increasing y	coordinates in O�n logn� time and store the points

in a persistent search tree T ���� Third� imagine that we rotate the plane in the counter	clockwise

direction and stop when some line segment pipj becomes horizontal� This stop can be detected
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easily since pipj must be the �rst element in segment�S�� The ordering of points �by y	coordinates�

remains the same before this stop and only pi and pj should be swapped afterward� The swapping

pi and pj in T is done in a persistent way� Since no rebalancing of T is needed� this swapping takes

O��� amortized time� We can then continue the rotation to the second stop �second element in

segment�S�� and update T and so on� Note that we need to scan segment�S� twice because we have

to rotate the plane for a full ��� In all� a persistent search tree is obtained in O�n�� time such that

for each angle � � �� ��� of rotation� there is a version of the tree that stores the points sorted in

non	increasing y	coordinates with respect to the rotated axes�

Queries � and �� For every two points pi and pj of S� we compute a doubly linked circular list�

cir list�pi� pj� �resp� cir list�pj � pi�� of points lying in circle�pi� pj� sorted in angular order around

pi �resp� pj�� This can be done by scanning list�pi� �resp� list�pj�� and include a point whenever

it is contained in circle�pi� pj�� Since algorithm D works on the angular ordering of the vectors

induced by S� answering the invocations of queries � and � to pi and pj correspond to traversing

cir list�pi� pj� and cir list�pj� pi� as in answering query �� Thus� queries � and � also take O���

amortized time�

� Widest empty regular corridor

We say that a regular corridor is supported if each bounding line segment�ray of every link contains

a point of S� If the two bounding line segments�rays of a link contains points pi and pj respectively�

then we say that the link is supported by pi and pj � The notion of support is similar to but less

stringent than the non	expansive property� It turns out that it su�ces to consider corridors that

are supported�

Pick an arbitrary empty corridor with width w� Pick a subset N� of empty corridors with width

at least w� Pick a subset N� � N� of empty corridors that have the minimum number of links in

N�� Pick a subset N� � N� of empty corridors that maximizes the sum of individual link widths�

We claim that every corridor in N� must be supported� otherwise� we can shorten the corridor

without decreasing its width or the condition C��a� and condition C��b� will be violated�

Lemma � Every corridor in N� is supported�

Proof See appendix� �

Theorem � For every empty regular corridor� there is a supported empty regular corridor with at

least the same width and no more links�
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Figure �� The solid lines represent C���pk� pl� �� ��� The dashed lines represent linkpi� pj� ��� The shaded

region is the largest unbounded rectangle contained in link
�pi� pj� ���

Proof Follows immediately from Lemma �� �

Remark� A supported empty regular corridor automatically satis�es conditions C�� The algo	

rithms to be presented guarantee that condition C��a� or condition C��b� will also be satis�ed�

��� Computing the optimal solution

We associate a direction of traversal with each regular corridor and so each regular corridor �resp�

link� will give rise to two directed regular corridors �resp� links�� For brevity� from now on all

regular corridor is assumed to be supported and directed� The angle of a link is de�ned to be the

angle that its direction makes with the x	axis �� ���� ����

For all pi� pj � S� de�ne link�pi� pj� ��� �� � � � �� to be the �	link corridor �possibly nonempty�

that has an angle equal to � and is supported by pi and pj � Cut link�pi� pj� �� into two halves along

pipj � Use link��pi� pj � �� �resp� link��pi� pj � ��� to denote the half that is after �resp� before� pipj

in the direction of link�pi� pj� ���

De�ne C��pi� pj � �� 	�� �� � � � �� to be a widest almost empty regular corridor with � links

such that its last link has angle � and is supported by pi and pj and � � 	 is the angle of its

�rst link� C��pi� pj � �� 	� is almost empty if it does not contain any point of S after we remove the

largest unbounded rectangle contained in link��pi� pj� �� �see Figure ��� Clearly� any empty regular

corridor is also almost empty� Note that the possible values for 	 are ��������� and ������

Refer to Figure �� Take some C����pk� pl� 
� 	� and link�pi� pj� �� such that link�pi� pj� �� is

perpendicular to and intersects link�pk� pl� 
�� Let link�pi� pj� �� 	 link�pk� pl� 
� be R �a rectan	

gular region�� We can obtain a regular corridor with � links as follows� remove the portion

of link��pk� pl� 
� after R� remove the portion of link��pi� pj� �� before R� and then concatenate

the remains of C����pk� pl� 
� 	� and link�pi� pj � ��� If the corridor obtained still contains pi� pj �

��
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Figure ��� The width is equal to jjpipj j sin� � � � �ij�j � jjpipj j sin� � �ij�j�

pk� and pl on its boundary� then we de�ne it to be C����pk� pl� 
� 	� 
 link�pi� pj � ��� Otherwise�

C����pk� pl� 
� 	�
 link�pi� pj� �� is unde�ned� Since link�pk� pl� 
� and link�pi� pj� �� are perpendic	

ular to each other� the following lemma is immediate�

Lemma � If C����pk� pl� 
� 	�
 link�pi� pj � �� is de�ned� then


 


�����
����

� � ��� or � � ��� if ���� � � � ���

� � ��� or � � ���� if ��� � � � �

� � ��� or � � ���� if �� � � � ����
�

De�ne ��pi� pj � �� to be the width of link�pi� pj� ��� ��pi� pj� �� is a sinusoidal function in � with

a constant phase di�erence dependent on pi and pj �� See Figure �� De�ne A to be the set

f��pi� pj� � � �� � pi� pj � S�� � f�����������gg of functions in �� Let I�A� be the set of all

intersections of functions in A within the range ���� ��� For each pi and pj � let ��pi� pj� � �� ��

be the angle that the x	axis has to turn counterclockwisely to align with the line through pi and

pj � De�ne B to be ���� �� 	 f��pi� pj� � � � pi� pj � S�� � f��������������gg� De�ne

w��pi� pj� �� 	� to be the width of C��pi� pj� �� 	�� For any particular �� we take w��pi� pj� �� 	� to be

zero if C��pi� pj � �� 	� does not exist�

Observation � jAj 
 O�n��� jBj 
 O�n��� and jI�A�j 
 O�n���

Lemma � Given any � � � and � � ���� ��� C��pi� pj� �� 	� has the same width as C����pk� pl� 
� 
�
� � 	�
 link�pi� pj� �� for some C����pk� pl� 
� 
� � � 	���

�It is actually not a sinusoidal function since we take the absolute value� But we shall abuse the notation for

convenience�
�Note that if � is the angle of the �rst link� then � � �� � and so � � �	 � � � � � � f
��������������g�

��



Proof Set pk and pl to be the two points supporting the last but one link of C��pi� pj� �� 	� and

set 
 to be the angle of that link� �

Lemma 	 Given pi and pj� w��pi� pj � �� 	� is a possibly discontinuous piecewise sinusoidal function

in � on ���� ��� The sinusoidal pieces are arc segments of functions in A and discontinuities can

only occur at values in B�

Proof By induction on �� Consider � 
 �� Clearly� if 	 �
 � then C��pi� pj� �� 	� is unde�ned and so

w��pi� pj� �� 	� is the zero function� If link�pi� pj� � is almost empty� then w��pi� pj � � � 
 ��pi� pj� �

or zero otherwise� Increase � from zero by rotating the bounding lines about pi and pj � The status

of link�pi� pj� �� being almost empty or not will remain the same until a bounding line is about

to include or lose a point of S� During this interval� w��pi� pj� �� � either has the same value

as ��pi� pj � �� or remains at zero� The new status of link�pi� pj� �� may cause a discontinuity in

w��pi� pj� �� � and the current � clearly belongs to B� By repeating this argument� we can prove

the basis step for � � �� ��� We can do the same for � � ���� ��

Assume that the theorem is true for w����pk� pl� �� 	� for all pk� pl� � � �� and 	� To com	

pute w��pi� pj� �� 	�� we can use Lemma � and �rst compute the width function� denoted by

pkpl�pi� pj� �� 	�� of C����pk� pl� 
� 
���	�
link�pi� pj � �� for all pk and pl� We take pkpl�pi� pj� �� 	�

to be zero if C����pk� pl� 
� 
 � � � 	� 
 link�pi� pj� �� is unde�ned or not almost empty� Then

w��pi� pj� �� 	� is the upper envelope of the functions in fpkpl�pi� pj� �� 	� � pk� pl � Sg�

For any �� pkpl�pi� pj� �� 	� 
 minfw����pk� pl� 
� 
� �� 	�� ��pi� pj � ��g if C����pk� pl� 
� 
� ��

	�
 link�pi� pj� �� is de�ned� By Lemma �� 
 
 � � � for some �� There are three ranges of � as

indicated in Lemma � and we handle each separately� For each range of �� there are two possible

values for � and we compute pkpl�pi� pj � �� 	� as follows� For each of the two possible values for

�� shift w����pk� pl� 
��� 	� by �� and then �nd the lower envelope of it and ��pi� pj � �� within

the range of �� The upper envelope of the two lower envelopes obtained is pkpl�pi� pj� �� 	� within

the range of �� We analyze the arc segments and discontinuities in pkpl�pi� pj� �� 	� below�

By induction assumption� the sinusoidal pieces of w����pk� pl� 
�� � 	� are arc segments of

functions in A� Introducing a phase di�erence of � 
 ���������� to any function in A will

generate another function in A �shifting w����pk� pl� 
��� 	� by ���� Therefore� the sinusoidal

pieces of pkpl�pi� pj� �� 	� are also arc segments of functions in A�

For brevity� when a discontinuity occurs at a value in B� we say that it is in B� By induction

assumption� all discontinuities of w����pk� pl� 
���	� are in B and hence can be written as ��m� �
���� ��� m 
 � ��

�
� ��� ��

�
� for some � � �� ��� Refer to Table �� The �rst column shows the
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� � Old m �� � �
� � New m

�
� ���� ����� �� 
� �

�
� � 
� � �

�

�
� ���� ������ 
� 
� � �

�
� �� 
� � �

�

����� �� �
� ���� 
� � �

�

� �

�
� �

����� �� ��������� � �

�
� ��� � �

�

� �

�
� �

������ 
� �
� ���� 
� � �

�

� � �

�
� ��

������ 
� ��������� � �

�
� ��� � �

�

� � �

�
� ��

��������� ����� �� 
� �

�
� � � �

�
� � �

�
� ��

��������� ������ 
� 
� � �

�
� �� � �

�
� ��� � �

�

Table ��

ranges of � and the second column shows the ranges of 
 for 
 to be de�ned� �Note that for

each range of � shown� there are two disjoint ranges of 
 for 
 to be de�ned but we put them in

separate rows for clarity�� We are shifting discontinuities in the ranges of 
 shown in the second

column to the corresponding ranges of � shown in the �rst column� The third column shows the

possible values ofm so that ��m� is in the corresponding range of 
� The fourth column shows all

possible new values of m after the shift �i�e�� subtract from m the corresponding di�erence 
 � ���

These new values of m are still from the set f� ��

�
� ��� ��

�
g and so the shifted discontinuities in

pkpl�pi� pj� �� 	� are still in B�

We have been assuming that C����pk� pl� 
� 
 � � � 	� 
 link�pi� pj� �� is de�ned� Suppose that

as � is varied� the result of 
 becomes unde�ned at some point� Thus� pkpl�pi� pj � �� 	� should

become zero� This change may create a discontinuity in pkpl�pi� pj� �� 	� and we show below that

this discontinuity is also in B� Suppose that C����pk� pl� 
� 
 � � � 	� is still de�ned �though the

result of 
 is unde�ned�� Then this change in the result of 
 can only take place when a bounding

line of link�pi� pj � �� or link�pk� pl� 
� is about to include or lose a point of S� In the �rst case� � is

clearly in B� In the second case� 
 is in B and so is � by Lemma �� The remaining possibility is

that C����pk� pl� 
� 
� �� 	� is not de�ned� That is� w����pk� pl� 
� 
� �� 	� drops to zero and so

a discontinuity in w����pk� pl� 
� 
 � � � 	� may potentially be shifted and become a discontinuity

in w��pi� pj� �� 	�� We have already shown in the above that the shifted discontinuity is still in B�

Finally� since pkpl�pi� pj� �� 	� for all pk � pl satisfy the conditions of the lemma and their mutual

intersections are intersections of functions in A� w��pi� pj � �� 	� which is their upper envelope satis�es

the conditions of the lemma too� This completes the proof� �

The algorithm is a direct implementation of the inductive proof of Lemma �� Computing

pkpl�pi� pj� �� 	� involves two steps� Consider one of the three ranges for � as indicated in Lemma ��

First� for each of the two possible values for � such that 
 
 ���� �nd the lower envelope of appro	

��



priate portions of w����pk� pl� 
���	� and ��pi� pj � �� and pulling the curve down to zero whenever

C����pk� pl� 
��� 	�
 link�pi� pj� �� is unde�ned or not almost empty� Second� pkpl�pi� pj� �� 	� is

the upper envelope of the lower envelopes computed�

By rotating link�pk� pl� 
� and link�pi� pj � ��� we can compute in O�n� time the O�n� intervals

on the �	axis within which C����pk� pl� 
��� 	�
 link�pi� pj� �� is unde�ned or not almost empty�

Given these intervals� we can then calculate the lower envelopes by performing a plane sweep

on appropriate portions of w����pk� pl� 
��� 	� and ��pi� pj� ��� Since w����pk� pl� 
��� 	� and

��pi� pj� �� have combinatorial complexities equal to O�n�� and O��� respectively� the plane sweep

takes O�n�� time� For each range of �� we have to perform a plane sweep of the two lower envelopes

obtained to compute the upper envelope which is the portion of pkpl�pi� pj � �� 	� within that range

of �� This again takes O�n�� time as each lower envelope has O�n�� combinatorial complexity�

Finally� we can sweep the O�n�� pkpl�pi� pj� �� 	� for all pk � pl and take w��pi� pj � �� 	� to be the

upper envelope� This takes O�n	� time� Hence� a total of O�n�� time is spent in computing the

O�n�� w��pi� pj� �� 	� for all pi and pj �

For reconstructing the corridor� we keep with each arc segment in w��pi� pj� �� 	� a label which

is computed as follows� First� each arc segment in the lower envelope of w����pk� pl� 
�� � 	�

and ��pi� pj� �� is assigned the label fpk� pl��g� Second� when we compute pkpl�pi� pj� �� 	�� the

labels of the arc segments are copied from the lower envelopes� Third� if an arc segment in

w��pi� pj� �� 	� comes from pkpl�pi� pj � �� 	�� then it is assigned the same label that the arc seg	

ment has in pkpl�pi� pj � �� 	�� These labels allow us to reconstruct a corridor as follows� Given

a value ��� pi� pj � and 	� we �rst reconstruct the last link� Then we locate the arc segment in

w��pi� pj� �� 	� that covers the point ���� � on the �	axis� If fpk� pl��g is the label of this arc seg	

ment� then it implies that the last but one link is supported by pk and pl and has an angle �� ���

Therefore� we can repeat the above with w����pk� pl� ���� 	��� and so on to reconstruct the rest

of the corridor�

Theorem � The widest empty regular corridor that has at most � links and satis�es condition C�

and condition C��a� can be computed in O��n�� time�

Proof For m 
 �� �� � � � � �� we compute wm�pi� pj� �� 	�� 	 � f��������������g� incrementally

for all pi and pj � The corridor corresponding to wm�pi� pj� �� 	� satis�es condition C� automatically

and it satis�es condition C��a� if and only if 	 
  or ���� or ������ Thus for each wm�pi� pj � �� 	��

	 � f�����������g� we examine all the arc segments in it �which takes O�n�� time� to �nd out

the width of the widest empty regular corridor that has at most m links and satis�es condition C�

and condition C��a�� Denote this width by Wm� The width of the widest empty regular corridor

��



Figure ��� The dots represent points in S� So the corridor is supported but it induces only one unbounded

exterior region�

that has at most � links is simply maxfWm � � � m � �g� The corresponding empty regular

corridor can then be reconstructed� As discussed before� computing each wm�pi� pj� �� 	� for all pi

and pj takes O�n�� time and so the entire process takes O��n�� time� �

At �rst sight� we can obtain the widest empty regular corridor that has at most � links and

satis�es condition C� and condition C��b� by considering wm�pi� pj� �� � for all pi and pj as well�

However� 	 
  does not guarantee that the corresponding corridor satis�es condition C��b�� See

Figure �� for an example�

To this end� we de�ne EC��pk� pi� pj� �� 	� which is essentially C��pi� pj � �� 	� with the additional

requirement that the �rst link is supported by pk and another point of S such that pk is on the

right of the �rst link with respect to the direction of traversal� Also� de�ne v��pk� pi� pj � �� 	� to be

the width of EC��pk� pi� pj� �� 	��

A result analogous to Lemma � also holds for v��pk� pi� pj� �� 	� and the proof is largely the same

except that in the basis step� we �x pk and only consider link�pk� pj� �� for all pj �
 pk� For a �xed

pk� the computation of v��pk� pi� pj� �� 	� is identical to that of w��pi� pj� �� 	�� Thus� there is an

extra factor of n in the time needed for computing v��pk� pi� pj � �� 	� for all pk� pi� pj � and 	 �i�e�� it

now takes O��n
� time��

For 	 � f�����������g� we can examine vm�pk� pi� pj� �� 	� for all pk � pi� pj as in the proof of

Theorem � to �nd the largest width achievable� For 	 
 ��� we should only consider vm�pk� pi� pj� �� 	�

such that the �rst and last link of the corresponding corridor do not overlap� This can be guar	

anteed by considering only those ranges of � such that pk lies on the left or right of the last link

supported by pi and pj with respect to the direction of traversal�

Hence� the following result follows�

Theorem � The widest empty regular corridor that has at most � links and satis�es condition C�

��
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and condition C��b� can be computed in O��n
� time� �

��� An approximation algorithm

We �rst present a faster algorithm when the corridor is restricted to be orthogonal� The direction

of each link must then be  or ��� or � or ����� This will enable us to speed up the imple	

mentation of 
 described in Section ���� Suppose that � 
  and consider C����pk� pl������ 	�

link�pi� pj� �� Let ykl be the y	coordinate of the highest point of S lying in the open region bounded

by link��pk� pl������� Let xij be the x	coordinate of the rightmost point of S lying in the open

region bounded by link��pi� pj � �� The following are necessary and su�cient conditions that the

result of 
 will be de�ned and almost empty �see Figure ��� �

�� xij � minfx�pk�� x�pl�g � minfx�pi�� x�pj�g

�� maxfx�pk�� x�pl�g � maxfx�pi�� x�pj�g

�� minfy�pk�� y�pl�g � minfy�pi�� y�pj�g � ykl

�� maxfy�pk�� y�pl�g � maxfy�pi�� y�pj�g

If we build an orthogonal range searching structure on S� then ykl and xij can be precomputed in

O�log� n� time per pi� pj and pk � pl� Given pi and pj � among all the C����pk� pl������ 	� that satis�es
conditions �������� we want to select the widest one� To this end� we map each C����pk� pl������ 	�
into the point �minfx�pk�� x�pl�g�maxfx�pk�� x�pl�g�minfy�pk�� y�pl�g�maxfy�pk�� y�pl�g� ykl� w����pk� pl������ 	�
in R	� Then we store these points in R	 in a �	level tree structure� The �rst� second� third� and

fourth levels are range trees on the �rst� second� third� and fourth dimensions� respectively� The

��



last level is a priority search tree which is ordered in the �fth dimension and w������ is taken to

be the priority� This �	level tree structure can be searched in O�log� n� time to �nd the widest

C����pk� pl������ 	� that satis�es conditions �������� Similar multidimensional search structures

can be built for the other orientations and so the computation of w��pi� pj� �� 	�� � 
  or ��� or

� or ����� can be done in O�log� n� for each pair of pi and pj � At the end of the current stage�

we need to update the above multi	dimensional search structures for the computation in the next

stage �the priorities in the priority search trees have to be updated�� In all� the computation in

each stage will take O�n� log� n� time�

Lemma 
 The widest empty regular corridor that has at most � links and satis�es condition C� and

condition C��a� �resp� condition C��b�� can be computed in O��n� log� n� time �resp� O��n� log� n�

time� if it is restricted to be orthogonal� �

Our approximation algorithm works as follows� We choose a real number � �  and pick the

family of b����c coordinate systems fCi � � � i � b����cg� The coordinate systems are required to

share the same origin and the angular displacement between Ci and Ci��� � � i � b����c is equal
to �� Note that the angular displacement between Cb����c and C� is at most �� Then we apply

Lemma � and compute a widest empty corridor with respect to each coordinate system� Finally�

we select the widest corridor among those computed� We shall show that � can be chosen such

that the width of the corridor computed can be made arbitrarily close to the optimal�

Theorem 	 For any � � � an empty regular corridor with at most � links and width at least �����
times the optimal can be computed in O�������n� log� n� time �resp� O�������n� log� n� time� if it

is required to satisfy condition C� and condition C��a� �resp� condition C��b���

Proof We �rst shrink�expand S so that the smallest enclosing square of S has side length equal

to �� Suppose that we pick the family of coordinate systems and perform the computation as

described above� The value of � will be �xed later� Let C be a widest empty regular corridor with

at most � links� By Lemma �� we can assume that C is supported� We apply a clockwise rotational

deformation to C until either C becomes an orthogonal object in some coordinate system or the

width of some link of C becomes zero� Emptiness is maintained throughout the rotation� For

simplicity� we assume that no point of S lies at any corner of the corridor throughout the rotational

deformation� When a link is rotated� we always take the pivots to be the current rightmost point

of S on the lower boundary and the current leftmost point of S on the upper boundary�

Let A be a link with the minimum width when the rotational deformation stops� The rotational

deformation of A can be divided into several stages� The current stage ends and a new stage begins

��



Figure ��� The distance between the two pivots is aij � The decrease in width is aij sin cij � sincij � �ij ���

when any one of the two pivots� about which A is rotating� changes� We index the stages �� ��

�� ��� etc� Consider the longest subsequence of indices i� � i� � � � � � im such that the width of

A decreases in each stage ij� Refer to Figure ��� Let aij be the distance between the two pivots

at stage ij � Note that aij �
p
�� Let cij be the acute angle between the line segment joining the

pivots and the boundaries of A� Let �ij be the angle that A turned before entering the next stage�

Note that �ij � cij � The decrease in width in stage ij � Eij � is equal to aij�sin cij � sin�cij � �ij���

Since
dEij

dcij

 aij�cos cij � cos�cij � �ij �� � � Eij achieves its maximum when cij 
 �ij � Thus�

Eij � aij sin �ij � aij�ij �
p
��ij �

Denote the width of A at the beginning of each stage k by wk� w� � wim�� 
 w� � wi� �
Pm��

j�� �wij � wij�� � wij�� � wij��� � wim � wim��� By the de�nition of fijg� w� � wi� and

wij�� � wij�� � Thus� w� � wim�� �
Pm

j���wij � wij��� 

Pm

j��Eij �
p
�
Pm

j�� �ij �
p
��� Let  w

be the width of our approximate solution and let w� be the width of C� The error in approximation

is w� �  w � w� � wim�� as w� � w� and wim�� �  w� So the error is at most
p
��� Since the

smallest enclosing square of S has unit side length� there exists a horizontal or vertical empty �	link

corridor with width at least ���n� ��� Thus� w� � ���n� �� and hence the error ratio is at mostp
��n � ���� If we set � to be ��

p
��n � ��� then the error ratio is at most �� The running time

of the approximation algorithm is then O������� 
 O������n� times the running time stated in

Lemma �� �
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Appendix

To prove Lemma �� we need to introduce a di�erent view of the corridor� If we expand each link

to the largest rectangle that is still contained in the corridor� then a corridor can be viewed as an

union of rectangles and consecutive rectangles overlap at the ends� See Figure �� for an example�

Figure ���

Lemma � Every corridor in N� is supported�

Proof Assume to the contrary that there is one corridor in N� which is not supported� Let w be

its width� Use r�� r�� � � � to denote the rectangles according to one of the two orders of traversing

the corridor� Without loss of generality� we assume that the corridor is an orthogonal object and so

each rectangle ri has a direction which is either N� W� S� or E� Since the corridor is not supported�

the boundary of some link does not contain any point of S� However� since the sum of link widths

is maximized in N�� it must be impossible to expand this link without shrinking some other link�

This implies that the con�guration �or one that is rotationally symmetric to it� in Figure �� must

exist in the corridor� Let the rectangles in the con�guration be ri� ri��� ri��� ri�� �ri intersects ri����

Note that the point A does not belong to the point set S� Let rj be the �rst rectangle after ri��

such that rj intersects ri but either rj�� does not exist or rj�� does not intersect ri� An immediate

consequence is that all the rectangles rk� i� � � k � j� intersect ri� In general� we shall be dealing

with a sequence of rectangles rk� j � k � m� where m is initially equal to i� �� The indices j�m� i

may change from time to time in our analysis but we maintain the following invariant�

� m � i� �

� rm intersects ri � �ri 	 ri��� and rk intersects ri for all j � k � m�

� either rj�� does not exist or rj�� does not intersect ri�

The values taken on by i will form a decreasing sequence and hence our analysis will terminate

eventually� We usually assume that both ri�� and rj�� exist as the analysis can be applied with

minor modi�cation to the case where ri�� or rj�� does not exist� There is one exceptional situation

in Case��� which will be handled explicitly� Without loss of generality� we also assume that the
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direction of ri�� is N� There are six cases below and we show in each case that either the corridor

can be shortened without decreasing its width or a violation of condition C��a� and condition C��b�

will be derived eventually�

Case���� The direction of rj is W and either it does not intersect the horizontal sides of ri or

it intersects both horizontal sides of ri� Then we can shorten the corridor without decreasing its

width as shown in Figure ��� a contradiction�

Case���� The direction of rj is W and rj intersects the upper horizontal side of ri but not the

lower horizontal side� There are three subcases case��a�� case��b�� and case��c� as discussed below�

Case��a�� The interior of rj�� lies to the right of the left vertical side of ri� Then the distance

between the right vertical side of rj and the left vertical side of ri is at least w� Hence� we can

shorten the corridor without decreasing its width as shown in Figure ��� a contradiction�

Case��b�� The interior of rj�� intersects the left vertical side of ri and the direction of rj�� is

S� Starting at the upper left corner of rj� traverse the boundary of the corridor from rj to rm to

obtain a rectilinear line L �include in L all portions of the boundary that are also shared by some
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rk� j � k � m�� Since each rk� j � k � m� intersects ri� L must be monotone along the x	axis

before it crosses the supporting line of the left vertical side of ri �if it ever will�� Moreover� in order

that the corridor is well de�ned� L must not bend downward before the crossing� If L does not

cross the supporting line of the left vertical side of ri� then since rm intersects ri � �ri 	 ri��� by

the invariant� rm introduces an empty rectangular region of width at least w above the left end of

ri� So we can shorten the corridor as shown in Figure �� �recall that m � i� ���

If L actually crosses the supporting line of the left vertical side of ri� then L may continue to

extend horizontally to the right of ri�� or bend upward or downward� See Figure ��� In all cases�

since each rk� j � k � m� intersects ri� there is an empty region above ri of width at least w and

which will allow us to do a transformation to obtain a shorter corridor with at least the same width�

This is a contradiction�

Case��c�� The interior of rj�� intersects the left vertical side of ri and the direction of rj�� is

N� Starting at the lower left corner of rj � traverse along the boundary of the corridor from rj to

rm to obtain a rectilinear line L �include in L all portions of the boundary that are also shared by

some rk� j � k � m�� In order that the corridor is well de�ned� L must not bend upward before it

intersects the left vertical side of ri or plunges below the lower horizontal side of ri� Cut L at one of

the following three possible locations that is encountered �rst in the traversal� the �rst bend that

introduces nonmonotonicity along the x	axis� or the intersection with the left vertical side of ri� or

the point where L begins to plunge below the lower horizontal side of ri�
� Use L� to denote the

subpath of L from the lower left corner of rj to the cut� L� is a staircase descending to the right�

Find the matching staircase L� for L� on the opposite boundary of the corridor as follows� Start at

�L may end at the intersection of the boundaries of rm and rm�� which may be above the lower horizontal side of

ri and to the left of the left vertical side of ri� But then the direction of rm�� must be E and hence the intersection

of the boundaries of rm and rm�� is also the �rst bend that introduces nonmonotonicity along the x�axis�
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Figure ��� The dotted rectangle represents the rectangle that L touches before making the �rst bend after

crossing the supporting line of the left vertical side of ri�

the upper left corner of rj� traverse the opposite boundary of the corridor and include edges until

L� has the same number of bends as L�� Note that L� is also a staircase descending to the right�

We show below that we shall obtain a contradiction in all situations�

First� suppose that we have cut L at the �rst bend that introduces nonmonotonicity along the

x	axis� Then the last edge of L� must be vertical� If L� does not go to the right of the right vertical

side of ri and the last edge of L� does not lie below the upper horizontal side of ri� then we can

shorten the corridor as shown in Figure �� The idea is to merge ri with the last rectangle bounded

by L� and L� and then do some appropriate trimming� Otherwise� we can shorten the corridor as

shown in Figure ��� The transformation is similar to the above� We �rst shorten L� to keep it

entirely to the left of the right vertical side of ri and above ri� Then we remove some trailing edges

of L� so that the shortened L� and L� have the same number of bends� Then we merge ri with the

last rectangle bounded by the shortened L� and L� and do some appropriate trimming�

Second� suppose that we have cut L at its intersection with the left vertical side of ri� Then

the last edge of L� must be horizontal� If L� goes to the right of the right vertical side of ri or

L� intersects the upper horizontal side of ri� then we can shorten L� and L� and do a merging

similar to that illustrated in Figure ��� The corridor will be shortened without decrease in width�

a contradiction� Otherwise� there are several cases as shown in Figure ��� A shortening of the
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Figure ��� The dotted rectangle represents the last rectangle that L� touches� The dotted arrow indicates

the direction of that rectangle�
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corridor can be obtained in each case without decrease in width �recall that m � i� ���

Third� suppose that we have cut L at the point where L begins to plunge below the lower

horizontal side of ri� The last edge of L� must be vertical� We �rst trim L as shown in Figure ��

to obtain a rectilinear line that intersects the left vertical side of ri� If L� intersects the upper

horizontal side of ri� then the corridor can be shortened as in either Figure � or Figure ���b�� If

L� does not intersect the upper horizontal side of ri but L� goes to the right of ri� then the corridor

can be shortened as in Figure ���a�� Finally� if L� does not intersect the upper horizontal side of

ri and L� does not go the right of ri� then the direction of the last rectangle touched by L� must

be E and this rectangle intersects ri� We lengthen the last vertical edge of L� until it touches the

upper horizontal side of ri� Then we can merge rj � the trimmed L� the lengthened L�� and ri to

shorten the corridor as shown in Figure ���

r
j

L
2

Figure ��� The dotted rectangle is the last rectangle touched by L�� The dotted arrow indicates its direction�
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Case���� The direction of rj is W and it intersects the lower horizontal side of ri but not the

upper horizontal side� If no rectangle rk� j � k � m� intersects ri��� �ri��	 ri�� then the situation

is symmetric to that in case���� The same analysis used in case��� can be applied here to obtain

a shortening of the corridor� The details are not repeated here� If some rectangle rs� j � s � m

intersects ri�� � �ri�� 	 ri�� then we may encounter a situation in which a direct shortening of the

corridor cannot be done� We use a simple example in Figure �� to illustrate the di�culty here� In

Figure ��� rj intersects ri and ri��� �ri��	ri�� Suppose that the interior of rj�� does not intersect
the left vertical side of ri� Then one may consider doing transformation A or B as shown to shorten

the corridor� Transformation A will succeed to produce the con�guration on the right if and only

if rj does not intersect ri��� However� this cannot be guaranteed� Transformation B will succeed

to produce a shortened corridor with width at least w if and only if the distance between the left

vertical sides of ri�� and ri is at least w� However� this cannot be guaranteed either� Hence� we

may not obtain any contradiction to the de�nition of N�� As a result� instead of shortening the

corridor directly� we change the indices j� m� and i as follows� set the new m to be s� set the new

j to be the smallest index greater than or equal to s such that rj intersects ri�� and either rj��

does not exist or rj�� does not intersect ri��� and set the new i to be i � �� One can verify that

the invariant is maintained� After this change of indices� we then repeat the entire analysis again�

Case���� The direction of rj is E� If rj does not intersect the horizontal sides of ri� then the

corridor can be shortened as shown in Figure ��� If rj intersects the upper horizontal side of ri but

not the lower horizontal side �see Figure ���� then it can be analyzed in a way similar to that in
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case��� to obtain a shortening of the corridor without decrease in the width� a contradiction� If rj

intersects the lower horizontal side of ri �see Figure ���� then rj also intersects ri�� � �ri�� 	 ri��

Thus� we can change the indices as follows� set the new m to be j� set the new j to be the smallest

index greater than or equal to m such that rj intersects ri�� and either rj�� does not exist or rj��

does not intersect ri��� and set the new i to be i��� One can verify that the invariant is maintained�

After this change of indices� we then repeat the entire analysis� The case where ri�� does not exist

has to be handled exceptionally� If ri�� does not exist� then ri is an unbounded rectangle� Since

the respective directions of ri and rj are W and E and rj overlaps ri� by the de�nition of j� rj��

must not exist and rj is also an unbounded rectangle� Hence� ri is the �rst rectangle and rj is the

last rectangle and since ri and rj overlap� the union of all the links in the corridor will then induce

only one unbounded exterior region� This contradicts condition C��a� and condition C��b��

Case���� The direction of rj is N� If either rj intersects both vertical sides of ri�� or rj intersects

ri�� but neither of its vertical sides �see Figure ���� then we can shorten the corridor as in Figure ��

in case���� Otherwise� if rj does not intersect the left vertical side of ri and rj does not intersect

the right vertical side of ri��� then we can shorten the corridor without decreasing its width as

shown in Figure �� a contradiction� The remaining possibilities are� rj intersects the left vertical

side of ri only or rj intersects the right vertical side of ri only �see Figure ���� We discuss below

the case that rj intersects the left vertical side of ri only� The other case can be handled similarly�
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First� suppose that the direction of rj�� is E� Starting at the upper left corner of rj� traverse

along the boundary of the corridor from rj to rm to obtain a rectilinear line L �include all portions

of the boundary that are also shared by some rk� j � k � m�� Since rk intersects ri for j � k � m�

L must not bend upward� If L bends to the right above the lower horizontal line of ri� then there

is some rk� j � k � m� that intersects ri but not the horizontal sides of ri� Then we can shorten

the corridor as shown in Figure ��� If L plunges below the lower horizontal side of ri� then we can

shorten the corridor as shown in Figure ��� The remaining possibility is that L ends above the

lower horizontal side of ri� Note that the width and height of every rectangle rk in the corridor

must be at least w� If rm intersects the upper horizontal side of ri� then the situation is as shown

in in Figure ���a�� By the invariant� rm intersects ri� �ri	 ri���� Therefore� the distance between

the left vertical side of ri and the right vertical side of rm is at least w and so we can do the

transformation as shown in Figure ���a� to shorten the corridor� If rm does not intersect the upper

horizontal side of ri� then the situation is as shown in Figures ���b� or ���c�� The left vertical side

of rj � L� the left vertical side of ri� and the upper horizontal side of rm bound an empty region�

Therefore� as shown in Figures ���b� and ���c�� we can shorten the corridor without decreasing its

width� a contradiction�

Second� suppose that the direction of rj�� is W� We can then de�ne two matching rectilinear

lines L� and L� and perform the same analysis as in case��c� to obtain a shortening of the corridor

without decreasing the width� The details are not repeated here�

Case���� The direction of rj is S� If no rectangle rk� j � k � m� intersects ri�� � �ri�� 	 ri��
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then the situation is symmetric to case���� So the same analysis used in case��� can be applied

here to obtain a shortening of the corridor� Otherwise� let rs� for some j � s � m� intersect

ri�� � �ri�� 	 ri�� we change the indices j� m� and i as follows� set the new m to be s� set the new

j to be the smallest index greater than or equal to s such that rj intersects ri�� and either rj��

does not exist or rj�� does not intersect ri��� and set the new i to be i � �� One can verify that

the invariant is maintained� After this change of indices� we then repeat the entire analysis again�

Cases ������� exhausts all possibilities� Since the values taken on by i form a decreasing sequence�

the analysis must terminate and a contradiction will be derived� This completes the proof� �
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